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THE ARTICLE YOU WANT TO VISIT.Q: How to provide dynamic window coordinates to
external program? I would like to pass to a command line utility (a network sniffer in
my case) a single coordinate (x,y). This is easy enough if the program is expecting an

absolute (screen) coordinate, but how can I pass a coordinate that is relative to a
window, rather than a screen? I can assume my program is able to access to create

window. I have not been able to find a simple way to do this. The GUI for the sniffer is
kind of tricky, so I would rather not force the user to click a button that would locate
the starting position of the sniffer. A: What you are describing is a bit of a hack, but it
could be done. Basically, you would create a dialog for your program that has a text
box that the user enters x and y coordinates into, then when the user clicks the OK
button you capture what they typed into the text box and send the coordinates that
way. When the sniffer receives it's coordinates, it can then interpret them according
to your system. Here is some sample code in Java: // create and show dialog for user

input JOptionPane.showInputDialog(yourApp.mainWindow, "Enter your x and y
coordinates below"); // get user input String userInput =

yourApp.inputDialog.getText(); // parse the input Number xNum =
Number.valueOf(userInput.substring(0, userInput.length() - 2)); Number yNum =

Number.valueOf(userInput.substring(userInput.length() - 2, userInput.length() - 4)); //
send the x and y coordinates to the sniffer as 1 x and 1 y, or whatever you want

Sniffer snifft = new Sniffer(xNum.intValue(), yNum.intValue()); Q: Call a function in a
seperate app from app in Ionic 3 I want to call a function in a seperate app from the

app that calls it. I'm using Ionic 6d1f23a050
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